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Abstract 6 

The human connectome is the complete structural description of the network of connections and elements 7 
that form the ‘wiring diagram’ of the brain. Because of the current scarcity of information regarding 8 
laminar end points of white matter tracts inside cortical grey matter, tractography remains focused on 9 
cortical partitioning into regions, while ignoring radial partitioning into laminar components. To 10 
overcome this biased representation of the cortex as a single homogenous unit, we use a recent data-11 
derived model of cortical laminar connectivity, which has been further explored and corroborated in the 12 
macaque brain by comparison to published studies. The model integrates multimodal MRI imaging 13 
datasets regarding both white matter connectivity and grey matter laminar composition into a laminar-14 
level connectome. In this study we model the laminar connectome of healthy human brains (N=20) and 15 
explore them via a set of neurobiologically meaningful complex network measures. Our analysis 16 
demonstrates a subdivision of network hubs that appear in the standard connectome into each individual 17 
component of the laminar connectome, giving a fresh look into the role of laminar components in cortical 18 
connectivity and offering new prospects in the fields of both structural and functional connectivity. 19 
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Introduction  39 

The human connectome is the comprehensive structural description of the network of connections and 40 
elements that form the human brain’s ‘wiring diagram’. The importance of exploring the connectome 41 
lies not only in uncovering patterns of structural connectivity across the brain, but also in understanding 42 
the functional states that emerge from it. For these reasons and more, uncovering the human connectome 43 
is a crucial and central mission in neuroscientific research (Sporns et al. 2005).  44 

Since its foundation, the Human Connectome Project has lead the mission to map the connectome using 45 
non-invasive neuroimaging techniques, showcasing great progress particularly in MRI imaging of white 46 
matter connectivity (Van Essen et al. 2013, Setsompop et al. 2013). Concurrently to the progress in white 47 
matter imaging through MRI, promising strides are also being made in imaging of the laminar 48 
composition of cortical grey matter (Clark et al. 1992, Barbier et al. 2002, Duyn et al. 2007, Barazany 49 
and Assaf 2012, Glasser et al. 2014, Shafee et al. 2015, Lifshits et al. 2018, Shamir et al. 2019, Assaf 50 
2019). 51 

Despite growing progress in connectomics, starting from the macroscale and progressing gradually into 52 
higher resolutions in meso- and micro- scales, the field remains inherently limited by the biased 53 
representation of the cortex as a single homogenous unit. Due to the current scarcity of information 54 
regarding laminar end points of white matter tracts inside the cortical grey matter, tractography remains 55 
focused on transverse partitioning of the cortex into regions, while ignoring radial partitioning into 56 
laminar components (Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg 2011).  57 

The integration of macrostructural data regarding white matter connectomics and microstructural data 58 
regarding grey matter laminar composition poses a promising development in the field of connectomics 59 
(Johansen-Berg 2013). A recently published study offers a simplified granularity-based model of cortical 60 
laminar connectivity based on published tract tracing and histological findings, with the purpose of 61 
integrating white and grey matter datasets derived from multimodal MRI imaging (Shamir and Assaf 62 
2020a). The model is then further explored in the macaque brain and corroborated in its visual cortex by 63 
comparison to published studies (Shamir and Assaf 2020b). The resulting micro-level connectome offers 64 
a more detailed and unbiased representation of the connectome and offers new prospects in the field of 65 
both structural and functional connectivity on the laminar level.  66 

In this study we model the laminar connectome of the healthy human brain (N=20 healthy subjects) and 67 
explore it via a set of neurobiologically meaningful complex network measures. We focus on 68 
investigating network hubs in the standard cortical connectome versus those in our modelled cortical 69 
laminar connectome. 70 

Methods and materials 71 

The framework for modelling cortical laminar connectivity (Shamir and Assaf 2020a) was applied on a 72 
set of 20 healthy human subjects.  73 

Subjects 74 

Twenty healthy human subjects (N=20), including 8 male and 12 female, 18-78 years old. Subjects were 75 
neurologically and radiologically healthy with no history of neurological diseases. The imaging protocol 76 
was approved by the institutional review boards of Sheba Medical Center and Tel Aviv University, where 77 
the MRI investigations were performed. All subjects signed informed consent before enrollment in the 78 
study.  79 

Each subject was scanned on a 3T Magnetom Siemens Prisma (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) scanner 80 
with a 64-channel RF coil. The sequences include: 81 

1. A standard diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) sequence, with the following parameters: 82 
Δ/δ=60/15.5 ms, b max=5000 (0 250 1000 3000 & 5000) s/mm2, with 87 gradient directions, FoV 83 
204 mm, maxG= 7.2, TR=5200 ms, TE=118 ms, 1.5×1.5×1.5 mm3, 128×128×94 voxels. This 84 
sequence was used to map the cortical connectome.   85 

2. An MPRAGE sequence, with the following parameters: TR/TE = 1750/2.6 ms, TI = 900 ms, 1×1×1 86 
mm3, 224×224×160 voxels, each voxel fitted with a single T1 value.  87 
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3. An inversion recovery echo planar imaging (IR EPI) sequence, with the following parameters: 88 
TR/TE = 10,000/30 ms and 60 inversion times spread between 50 ms up to 3,000 ms, 3×3×3 mm3, 89 
68×68×42 voxels, each voxel fitted with up to 7 T1 values (Lifshits et al. 2018).  90 
These two sequences (2 and 3) were used to characterize the cortical layers.   91 

Image processing 92 

The following datasets were analyzed across Brainnetome atlas regions (see Supplementary Material 93 
Table 1), a connectivity-based parcellation which consists of 210 cortical regions and 36 subcortical 94 
subregions (Fan et al. 2016): 95 

1. Global white matter connectivity analysis- each DWI dataset was analyzed for global white 96 
matter connectivity using MRtrix3 software package (Tournier et al. 2019). For a visualization of 97 
the resulting connectivity matrix of the 20-subject average, see figure 1A (below). 98 

 99 
2. Cortical laminar composition analysis- each IR EPI dataset and its corresponding MPRAGE 100 

were analyzed for cortical laminar composition using our novel framework (Shamir et al. 2019). 101 
For a visualization of the resulting cortical laminar composition, averaged across all 20 subjects, 102 
see figure 1B (below). 103 
 104 
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Fig. 1 Global white and gray matter datasets across Brainnetome atlas regions: 142 
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A- Average cortical connectivity (of all 20 subjects): average connectivity matrix, representing 143 
(log(number of tracts)) for connections that appear in at least 75% of subjects (color scheme adapted 144 
from Charles 2021) 145 

B- Average cortical laminar composition (of all 20 subjects): where: top row- supragranular layers 146 
(SG), middle row- granular layer (G), bottom row- infragranular layers (IG), and columns represent 147 
different viewpoints  148 
 149 

3. Model of cortical laminar connectivity- White and grey matter multimodal MRI datasets were 150 
integrated using our novel data-derived, granularity-based model of cortical laminar connectivity 151 
(Shamir and Assaf 2020a, 2020b). To implement our model in the Brainnetome atlas space, we 152 
labelled each region according to its granularity index (similarly to the labelling by Shamir and 153 
Assaf 2020a, see Supplementary Material figure 1). For a visualization of the 20-subject average 154 
of the resulting model of cortical laminar connectivity, see figure 2 (below).  155 

 156 
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Fig. 2 Average cortical laminar connectivity (of all 20 subjects): 175 
Average supra-adjacency matrix, representing whole-brain laminar-level connections across 176 
Brainnetome atlas regions, where the following abbreviations correspond to laminar components: IG- 177 
infragranular, G- granular, SG- supragranular. Model results are displayed as log(number of tracts) for 178 
all connections that appear in at least 75% of subjects (color scheme adapted from Charles 2021) 179 

The variability of the resulting connectomes, representing both standard connectivity and laminar 180 
connectivity across subjects (N=20), are then evaluated. Subsequently, both connectomes are then 181 
explored via a set of neurobiologically meaningful complex network measures (Rubinov and Sporns 182 
2010).   183 

4. Complex network analysis  184 

Once the standard connectome was extracted and the laminar connectome was modelled, we used tools 185 
for network analysis to explore their connectivity patterns and unique network features: 186 

a. Network complexity: both connectomes were initially tested for non-trivial topological features 187 
that occur in complex networks, such as a heavy tail in degree distribution, but do not occur in 188 
simple networks, such as random graphs (see figure 3 below).   189 
 190 

b. Network analysis: once the complexity of the both networks was shown, we explored and 191 
compared the average standard connectome to the components of the average laminar connectome. 192 
Global connectivity measures, including global efficiency and connectivity density, were chosen in 193 
order to evaluate the cost-efficiency trade-off. Additionally, a set of neurobiologically-meaningful 194 
local connectivity measures were calculated, including centrality measures (such as degree), as well 195 
as measures of integration (such as local efficiency) and segregation (such as clustering coefficient). 196 
 197 

 198 
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Fig. 3 Degree distributions: 227 
Distributions of degrees for both the standard cortical connectome (A), as well as the cortical laminar 228 
connectome (B1), of the average connectomes for all connections that appear in at least 75% of subjects. 229 
Each of the two is presented against a random network with an equal number of nodes and edges 230 
(histogram outlines in red). For the laminar connectome, distributions for each laminar connectome are 231 
colored individually (B2): infragranular (IG)- red, granular (G)- green, supragranular (SG)- blue 232 
Notice the positive skew, or “heavy-tail”, in degree distributions in both cases and expressly in the 233 
laminar connectome  234 

 235 

Results 236 

After calculating average matrices for both standard cortical and cortical laminar connectomes, the 237 
variability of both connectomes was evaluated across all N=20 subjects (see figure 4). The standard 238 
connectome exhibits relatively higher standard deviation values, that correspond to the overall higher 239 
range of connectivity values. The subcorticocortical connections exhibit relatively higher standard 240 
deviation within each matrix, specifically in the granular to granular connections for the laminar 241 
connectome. This can be attributed to the higher connection values of subcorticocortical connections, 242 
relative to corticocortical connections.  243 
 244 
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Fig. 4 Standard deviation of connectivity patterns of both connectomes (20 subjects): 276 
A- Standard deviation of standard cortical connectivity across Brainnetome atlas regions  277 
B- Standard deviation of cortical laminar connectivity across Brainnetome atlas regions (color scheme 278 

adapted from Charles 2021) 279 

Two measures of global network connectivity were calculated for both the average standard and average 280 
laminar connectomes: 281 
a. Global efficiency- an efficiency measure representing the average inverse shortest path length in 282 

the network. 283 
b. Connection density- a cost measure representing the number of edges in a network as a proportion 284 

of the maximum possible number of edges. 285 
The two measures where then plotted against one another to evaluate the cost-efficiency trade-off 286 
(Bullmore and Sporns 2012) in both connectomes (see figure 5).  287 
 288 
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Fig. 5 Cost-efficiency trade-offs of both connectomes:  304 
Global efficiency and connection density values, fitted to a linear regression model (top center), for all 305 
N=20 subjects, including the standard cortical connectomes (A) and the cortical laminar connectomes 306 
(B)  307 
 308 
Examination of the cost-efficiency trade-off in the cortical laminar connectome shows that both the 309 
connection density as well as the global efficiency are reduced compared to the standard connectome. 310 
Connection density is a value inversely related to the maximum possible number of edges in the standard 311 

connectome: 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 =
𝑁2−𝑁

2
, where N is the number of nodes in the standard connectome 312 

network. The number of nodes in the laminar connectome equals 3 ∗ 𝑁, since the cortex is divided into 313 
three cortical components. Accordingly, the maximum possible number of edges in the laminar 314 
connectome for big networks (large enough N): 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟 ~9 ∗ 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 . Since the 315 
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density is inversely related to the maximum possible number of edges, theoretically the ratio should be: 316 

𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟~
1

9
∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑. In practice, the laminar connectome exhibits higher density than 317 

expected that instead follows: 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟~
1

3
∗ 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 (see density value range in figure 318 

5). Global efficiency is a value inversely related to the mean shortest path (MSP), where: 319 
𝑀𝑆𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑𝛼𝑁. Since the laminar connectome has 3 ∗ 𝑁 nodes, the efficiency of the laminar 320 

connectome should follow: 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟~
1

3
∗ 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑. In this case, the laminar 321 

connectome does approximately follow this ratio (see efficiency range in figure 5). Consequently, the 322 
efficiency to density ratio for the laminar connectome is slightly higher than for the standard connectome. 323 

In order to examine the connectivity patterns of both the standard connectome as well as the cortical 324 
laminar connectome, we conducted an analysis of a selection of neurobiologically meaningful network 325 
measures (Rubinov and Sporns 2010). These measures include the following: 326 
1. Degree- the number of edges connected to a node 327 
2. Strength- sum of all neighboring edge weights (weighted degree)  328 
3. Core/periphery- a partition of the network into two non-overlapping groups of nodes (core and 329 

periphery), maximizing within core edges and minimizing within periphery edges.  330 
4. Clustering coefficient- the fraction of a node's neighbors that are also neighbors of each other  331 
5. Local efficiency- the global efficiency (the average inverse shortest path length in the network) 332 

computed on node neighborhoods 333 
6. Betweenness- the fraction of all shortest paths in the network that pass through a node  334 

For a full visualization of the distribution of measure values across Brainnetome regions for the average 335 
connectomes, see figure 7 (below). 336 

When examining the degree values across both connectomes, subcortical regions (thalamus, caudate, 337 
putamen and hippocampus) alongside a set of cortical regions appear as hubs with high degree values, 338 
including: superior frontal regions (A9m, A10m), superior parietal regions (A7 subregions), superior 339 
occipital regions (msOccG) and the cuneus (rCunG). These hubs exhibit high degree and strength in the 340 
standard connectome, as well as cumulatively across components of the laminar connectome. The 341 
infragranular and supragranular components do not include the subcortex but include cortical hubs, while 342 
the granular component includes the subcortex and mainly non-frontal hubs such superior parietal and 343 
superior occipital regions.   344 

When examining the strength (weighted degree) values, a similar more generalized pattern appears. In 345 
the standard connectome, the subcortex overpowers the distribution across nodes and exhibits the highest 346 
strength values, followed by occipital and parietal regions. In the laminar connectome, the cortical 347 
regions appear once again in a cumulative fashion across components. The infragranular component 348 
exhibits symmetric bihemispheric strength distribution across all cortical regions, except the frontal 349 
cortex and the subcortex. The granular component includes high strength values in the subcortex and in 350 
medial regions of the frontal and parietal lobes. The supragranular component includes high strength 351 
values in occipital regions as well as frontal medial regions.   352 

The distribution of degree and strength values in the standard connectome reestablish the notion of a 353 
rich-club bihemispheric organization that includes subcortical regions (van den Heuvel and Sporns 2011, 354 
2013). The distribution of these values across components of the laminar connectome exhibit a 355 
cumulative nature, which is strengthened upon further examination of the core/periphery partitioning in 356 
the standard connectome. The standard connectome displays a core of highly interconnected hubs across 357 
the cortex and subcortex, a subset of these hubs appears in each individual component of the laminar 358 
connectome. The infragranular component displays hubs across non-frontal cortical regions, the granular 359 
component displays hubs that include subcortical regions, and the supragranular component displays 360 
hubs that include frontal cortical regions.     361 

When examining the clustering coefficient and local efficiency in the standard connectome, temporal 362 
(A37), occipital (mOccG) and frontal (A44) regions exhibit high clustering and efficiency values. In 363 
comparison, across the laminar connectome the infra- and supragranular components exhibit a more even 364 
distribution across cortical regions, while the granular component exhibits high clustering and efficiency 365 
values in subcortical regions.  366 

When examining the betweenness values in both connectomes, a relative hemispheric asymmetry appears 367 
in comparison to the measures discussed above. In the standard connectome, the subcortex exhibits high 368 
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betweenness in regions such as the globus pallidus, hippocampus, thalamus, caudate and putamen. 369 
Additionally, frontal medial and occipital regions exhibit some asymmetric betweenness values. The 370 
asymmetry is more pronounced in the laminar connectome, and specifically in the granular and 371 
supragranular components.  372 

 373 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of average connectomes: 414 
Average standard connectome (left column) compared to components of the average laminar connectome 415 
(3 right columns, left to right: infragranular, granular and supragranular), where each row depicts a 416 
network measure (from top to bottom): degree, strength, core/periphery, clustering coefficient, local 417 
efficiency and betweenness. Subcortical regions represented below each cortical representation  418 

 419 
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Discussion 420 

In this study we model and explore the laminar connectome of N=20 healthy subjects using multimodal 421 
MRI imaging datasets. These datasets include both white matter connectivity and grey matter laminar 422 
composition, which are integrated using our novel model of cortical laminar connectivity (Shamir and 423 
Assaf 2020a, 2020b). The resulting laminar-level connectome is then explored across the Brainnetome 424 
atlas regions (Fan et al. 2016) using a set of neurobiologically meaningful complex network measures 425 
(Rubinov and Sporns 2010), while focusing on comparison of the cortical laminar connectome to 426 
standard cortical connectome.  427 

When we examine both connectomes on a global scale, several similarities and several differences 428 
appear. On the similarity side, both connectomes exhibit a heavy tail in their degree distributions, which 429 
is even more noticeable in the laminar connectome. A heavy tail in a degree distribution is a non-trivial 430 
topological feature that occurs in complex networks but does not occur in simple or random networks. 431 
This feature is also associated with higher network resilience to nodal removal (regional damage). On 432 
the difference side, the standard connectome exhibits relatively higher standard deviation values across 433 
subjects, relative to the laminar connectome. This higher variability corresponds to the overall higher 434 
range of connectivity values in the standard connectome. Nonetheless, both connectomes exhibit higher 435 
variability in subcorticocortical connections, which can once again be attributed to stronger connections 436 
relative to corticortical connections. An additional difference between the two connectomes appears 437 
when exploring the cost-efficiency trade-offs, by plotting global efficiency against connection density. 438 
The laminar connectome exhibits higher connection density than expected based on the relative number 439 
of nodes in the network alone. With regards to efficiency, the laminar connectome exhibits a relatively 440 
lower global efficiency, as expected based on number of nodes alone. Nonetheless, the efficiency to 441 
density ratio is maintained and is even slightly higher for the laminar connectome relative to the standard 442 
connectome. This phenomenon may relate to the more refined definition of a node in the laminar network, 443 
where a node represents not only a regional location across the cortical surface, but also a laminar position 444 
in the vertical cross section of that location.   445 

When we examine both connectomes on a local scale using complex network measures, we get a more 446 
nuanced image of connectivity patterns across the brain. With regards to measures of centrality, which 447 
represent the importance individual nodes, the following measures were chosen, including degree, 448 
strength, betweenness and core/periphery. When examining hemispheric symmetric, several 449 
dissimilarities appear across the examined centrality measures. While degree and strength value exhibit 450 
high hemispheric symmetry, core/periphery exhibits some hemispheric asymmetry and betweenness 451 
exhibits even higher asymmetry, particularly in components of the laminar connectome. On the other 452 
hand, several similar patterns appear across these four centrality measures. The first similarity involves 453 
high centrality of the subcortex in the standard cortical connectome, as well as in the granular component 454 
of the laminar connectome. The second similarity involves high centrality of occipitoparietal regions and 455 
low centrality of frontal regions in the infragranular component, particularly compared to the 456 
supragranular component.  457 

With regards to measures of segregation, which represents specialized processing in clusters of nodes, 458 
and integration, which represents the network’s ability to combine information, two measures were 459 
chosen. Clustering coefficient was chosen as a measure of network segregation, and local efficiency was 460 
chosen as a measure of network integration. With regards to dissimilarities between the measures, it 461 
appears that in the standard connectome the subcortex exhibits a low clustering coefficient and high local 462 
efficiency. The distribution of local efficiency values across the standard connectomes is more even, 463 
compared to higher clustering coefficient values specifically in frontal regions. Lastly, the network hubs 464 
are more pronounced for clustering coefficients in the laminar components, and more pronounced for 465 
local efficiency in the standard connectome. Nonetheless, several similar patterns appear across these 466 
two measures, primarily hemispheric symmetry in values and high values for subcortical regions in the 467 
supragranular component of the laminar connectome. Additionally, these measures exhibit several hubs 468 
in occipitotemporal regions.  469 

From the exploration of network measures, and particularly from examining regions with high centrality 470 
values, several network hubs appear. In the standard cortical connectome, these hubs follow a similar 471 
pattern of previously discovered hubs that include the precuneus, superior frontal cortex and superior 472 
parietal cortex in both hemispheres, as well as subcortical regions (Van den Heuvel and Sporns 2013). 473 
Our findings show hubs across the Brainnetome atlas that include superior frontal regions (A10m, A9m), 474 
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superior parietal regions (A7 subregions), superior occipital regions (msOccG), the cuneus (rCunG), and 475 
subcortical regions (thalamus, caudate, putamen and hippocampus). In the cortical laminar connectome, 476 
these hubs appear selectively in specific laminar components: the infragranular component exhibits all 477 
hubs except frontal regions and the subcortex, the granular component exhibits hubs mainly in occipital 478 
and parietal regions as well as the subcortex, and the supragranular component exhibits most hubs, 479 
including frontal regions and excluding the subcortex. These findings are clearly summarized in the 480 
core/periphery partitioning of the standard connectome and its subdivision into components of the 481 
laminar connectome. In other words, the set of highly interconnected regions (hubs) that appear in the 482 
standard connectome also appear in the laminar connectome, with a specific subset of those hubs apparent 483 
within each laminar component.    484 

This study presents an innovative exploration of a network model of the healthy human connectome on 485 
the laminar level. Due to the innovative in vivo nature of this model, corroborating the results in the 486 
human brain is a difficult task. Nonetheless, by using neurobiologically meaningful network measures, 487 
we see that the laminar-level connectome exhibits not only network complexity, but also a variety of 488 
repeated regional hubs. The components of the laminar connectome exhibit a symmetric cumulative 489 
nature in some features, while exhibiting an asymmetric noncumulative nature in others.  490 

The characterization of the healthy human laminar connectome presented here could help in investigating 491 
pathologies that are assumed to involve abnormalities in layer-dependent cortical connectivity, such as 492 
schizophrenia and autism. Using complex network analysis tools such as the ones implemented here, the 493 
patterns of connectivity behind such conditions could be further examined and elucidated.  494 
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